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Wright State University Dayton, Ohio

Campus males all sissies says Smock
BY KATHLEEN CHARNOCK
Guardian New* Editor

Evangelist George " J e d " Smoci visited campus Tuesday to prea
against the Jewish faith.
•unkenness, and women's liberation. (Front page photographs by Paul Gardiner)
drunkenness,

PE thefts force security changes
BY GAYLON VICKERS
Guardian Staff Writer
Rcccnt break-ins of the lockers
in the Physical Education building have forced a changing of
policy regarding the use of lock
crs in the gym.
In the past, persons using the
facilities at the gym would lock
up their clothes and valuables i"
the large lockers.
Because these lockers have
been broken into, the staff of the
PE building is now asking that
everyone lock their valuables in
the lockers outside of the service
area.
A meeting between security,
Pat Moran. manager of operations of the PE building, and
Vice President 0 Edward Pollock
brought about this new mode of
security. "We decided that this
would be the best system for the
time being until we could take
further steps." said Moran.
According '.o Moran, there
have been about 15 break-ins
since the beginning of the schoo I

year. These thefts have all taken
place in the men's side of the
locker rooms.
Moran noted that, "up until
last Monday they hadn't taken
anything but cash, but they took
a kid's watch last week." Carl
Sims, assistant director of Security and Parking Services, mentioned. "They were too successful for there to have been only
one of them."
Sims feils that there were at
least two working together to
burgularize the lockers. Onewould act as lookout while the
other would break open the
lochs.
The manner tnat the person or
persons uses to open the locks is
unknown as the locks have been
taken with the valuables.
More security measures are
beng contemplated for the future. The PE staff may employ
some students to patrol the
locker rooms, and there may be
some spot checks of ID cards.
Security will continue to drop in
on the lockers rooms from time to

time as well.
"The problem with the old
arrangement is the locker room is
set up so that the lockers cannot
be viewed," said Sims.
Sims asserted. "It is going to
be important to use the new
system (of security for the PE
building)."
For those who rent lockers on
either a quarterly or daily basis,
special "valuables lockers" will
be available at no additional cost.
To use this service, you must
present a validation card or
picture ID at the counter in the
locker room. A padlock will be
issued for use on a dress 1
locker: clothing and other nonvaluables should be kept there.
The combination lock from
your assigned storage locker
should then be moved to a locker
in the "valuables" section. This
section is directly in front of the
counter and is being monitered.
No personal locks will be
allowed; only combination university issued locks are acceptable.

"I think it's amazing, in this
age of sophistication, that a man
would conic to a college campus
and behave that way." commented Dean of Liberal Arts Eugene
Cantelupe about the self-styled
evangelists George " J e d " Smock
and Max Lynch who preached on
the quad on September 28.
Smock, a "born again" Christian. proved that he could be a
vociferous orator as he stomped,
paced, chanted and puffed his
way around an impromptu gathering of students, professors
hecklers, and a few innocent bystanders.
Smock waxed eloquent when
preaching against fornication,
drunkencss. aduitery, Jews.
Catholics, liberated women, and
homosexuals.
He came out solidly in favor,
however, of chastity, humility,
submissive women and the word
of God as printed in the King
James version of the Bible (reference edition).
Hecklers were having a field
day with many of his remarks.
One. who identified himself as
"Wild Wop", asked Smock
about the current economic situation.
Smock replied that Jesus was
going to "come down and deliver
us and. see to it that "all our
problems will be solved if we
believe in him and become born
again."
"Wild Wop" further inquired
whether Smock was really certain
that Jews (among a host of
others) were going to 'burn in
hell' for not being 'born again'
Christians.
Smock assured him that unless
Jews and other non-Christians
"mended their ways" that they
would "roast in Satan's fiery
ovens."
Another student pointed out

that Jesus himself was a Jew,
and asked Smock whether He
was a doomed sinner.
Smock's reply was that Jesus
was "only a Jew on his mother's
side."
Explaining how he had become
a 'born again' Christian, Smock
said that at one time he had
"walked on the beaches of North
Africa and howled at the moon"
like any other non-believer.
Although the general audience
reaction to Smock and his fellow
sermonizer was unfavorable, a
few sympathizers were presen'.
One. Ted Miller, a member of
the executive committee of
Wright
State's
Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship (1VCP) commented that he totally agreed
with Smock and Lynch. He later
amended this statement, and
indicated that he agreed with
"most" of Lynch's statements.
Smock, who is unmarried, offered a list of qualifications for a
potential mate. "Above all," he
said, "she must be pure and
chaste. A virgin. She may not be
a fornicator."
However, when reminded of
the Bible's gentle treatment of
Mary Magdalene., a harlot.
Smock revised his statement
somewhat to include all women
with a blemished reputation who
would consent to becoming 'born
again.' "
"Liberated, rebellious women
were another target of his ire.
with Smock describing them as
"loose and evil."
He said that a woman's only
proper role was in "bondage":
utter and complete subjection to
the male.
Carrpus men, he said, were a
bunch of "sissies" and that he
was probably the only "real
man" on campus.
Dr Ed Levine. chairer of the
Art department, was asked his
opinion about Smock's charge
(continued on page 3)
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Tuition may go up in 6 77- k 78 state says
BY 1 ESS SCHMOERtUKE
Guardiiui Staff Writer
"Funds for higher education
could be between $150 million
and S200 million short of meeting
commitments already made by
the state," stated a news release
from the Ohio Board of Regents.
The state's tuition rates are
likely to go from fifth to first
place. An increase of S120 is
forseen as one of the choices to
close this gap; other alternatives
include limitations on enrollment. deeply cutting into the
quality of education, and combinations of these considerations.

The Board of Regents is an
advisorv body, appointed by the
Governor to advise the state
legislature on all higher education in Ohio.
Members of the Board of
Trustees of each state university
are appointed by the Governor,
also. The trustees evaluate What
is recommended by the president
and his staff, and if majority
agrees, then a rat- i..cresse
wiihin the limits set by state law
occurs.
After the trustees have approved an increase, no further
approval is needed and no veto
can interfere. The trustees have

the final decision.
The last tuition increase to
affect Wright State was for $15 in
summer quarter of 1975.
Vice-Chancellor Harold Oyster
(for Community Liason) from the
Board of Regents said that the
news release is "only a speculation for the academic years
77-78."
Dr Jerry Hubschman. secretaty of Board of Trustees said
that there is no increase foreseen
for WSU. "The Board has not
taken any action for an increase." he communed.
Hecklers were having a Held day *s Smock and fellow speaker
chaitity
Max Lynch came out in favor of humility

i
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Protection of WSU property and persons
BY RON WUKESON
Guardian Staff Writer
Wright State buildings and
tunnels are being partrolled by
security officers "for the protection of WSU property and per
sons." said Carl Sims, assistant
director for Security and Parking
Services.
Patrolling of the campus is
nothing new. "We've been patrolling (the campus) from the
beginning." noted Sims. Building patrol is primarily for the
prevention of theft, "and we arc
talking about theft as the number
one problem" for Security, commented Sims.
The patrols arc divided into
standard eight-hour shifts, offering 24-hour protection, Each shift
may have from four to si* officers
including a dispatcher who can
reach the patrollcrs by walkietalkie.
Officers on patrol do no' check

their
ground systematically,
"which would make our patrol
pretty useless." noted Sims. Instead, "an officer would chcck
one floor of .• building, move to
another one. and then return to
the first one again."
In the tunnels, officers arc also
alert for safety problems. "We
report things like broken pipes,"
said Sergeant Roger Mankar.
commander of one of the patrols.
WSU Security officers have
also had emergency victim canr
training, "which few other officers have had." continued Mankar. "Our officers have first aid
training as well, of course."
Aiding the security officers are
student guards. Sludent guards
do not wear uniforms, but arc
identifiable by photo ID's.
The students arc a supplement
to the security guards, and arcprimarily the eyes and cars for
the department.
Student guards also perform
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tasks like opening doors after
hours for people who have security clearancc.
Currently there are four students guards who assist on weekends and weekday afternoons
and evenings.
As for the present year. Sims
commented. "We haven't had
any real problems yet, major or
minor. So far. we've been fairly
successful."
Most problems with people,
according to Mankar and Sims,
consist of louJ arguments, with
few actual assaults. Sexual problem". are infrequent, having mai

ly to do with exposure of "sexual
imposition." for example, cases
ot a male propositioning a lone
female at light or being a little
aggressive.
Occassional!!, the security officers are callcd to investigate
reports of drug use in the
tunnels.
"We get a lot of support at
night from custodial and maintenance people." commented
Mankar. "They can usually te',1
when someone is there that
doesn't belong there."
Student support, however, is
largely lacking. "There is a great

Registration to be held at WSU
BY (.All CALES
Guardian Staff Writer
On Friday. October 1. from 10
am to 3 pm students and members of the Wright State community. who arc residents o!
Greene county, will have an
opportunity to register lo vote lor
the upcoming elections on November 2.
Julie Overton, deputy registrar
and WSU sludent. will be taking
registrations, at that time, in the
lobby of Allyn hall. Arrangements tor the registration were
made by I aurel Paster. University l)i\ isioii ad\ isor.
Qualifications for registering
arc a I S citizenship and a
minimum ago ot 1H tin or before
the day of election. Persons
registering must also swear that

the information given is true to
the bist of llicir knowledge.
"Main* students will probably
be registered in their ow n home
states or counties." said Overton. A student can vote from
the school address il he regards
(hat place as his residence.
"A residence means that you
have to be a resident of the
county and precinct lor at least
.10 days before the election." she
continued.
Overton also pointed out 'hat a
student must be cautious about
declaring residency. "II a student is on a scholarship for which
qualification is partly based on
his county and stale of residence,
lie should check out the scholarship information to make sure litis not invalidating himself for his
own scholarship."
"A student can vote absentee

BY KI SS SMITH
College Press Service
"Tw enty years of schoolin' and
they put you on the day shift,"
whined Bob Dylan in I9b5. But
now Dylan himself-after IS years
of myth building and paying lit erary dues-is being put back into
schools, as Dylan seminars
spring u|) on campuses around
the countrv.
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It doesn't take a fortune teller
or gypsv from Desolation Row to
know that the next generation
will find Dylan's words bound
between Viking cloth covers,
slacked .100 high in college bookstores. right next to Rimbaud
and Whitman.
In the coming years, it will he
the professors and critics who
iere raised OR Dylan that will he
determining what is of "literary
merit." not their crotchety teachers who rejected "the youth's
voice of the Mi's."
"Anyone who thinks Dylan is a
great poet has rocks in his
head," snorted a University of
(continued on page 3)
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Try this sextet of comltos.
Because Southern Comfort is
so delicious just by itself.
it makes terrific drinks in
combo with juices, sodas, etc.

Us* thi% hm.'dy Orrtsr Blank

if he is registered to vote in his
own county. lie must write to his
own board ol elections, to get an
absentee ballot. He has to appK
lor the ballot by 12 noon on
October XI." Overton noted.
Will the convenience of voter
registration increase the number
ol students voting? "I certainly
hope so." ()vcrt< i responded,
"also will ilie publicity of the
national election and the state
uliliiy rales amendment."
Individuals must register with
in their county of residence In
Greene county, they may register
al the Board of Elections or any
ol the public libraries and on
campus October I In Montgomery Connie, they may also
register at the Board of Elections
and Selected public libraries and
government offices. The deadline
tor registering is October 4.

Dylan campus seminars popular

Sip inbo something
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deal of apathy," mentioned
Sims, with students' reactions
ranging from those who "feel
that officers won't do anything
anyway, to those who don't want
to get involved."
"If we don't get their (students') assistance, it's that much
harder for us." said Sims. Only
with their help "can we be as
effective as possible." Sims
pointed out.
"People feel that they shouldn't be involved, thai it doesn't
involve them." added Mankar,
"One of these days it will involve
them if they don't help us now ."
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Immature

BY DORETTA MCGEORGE
Guardian Associate Editor
In general terms, rapist is
"one who commits rape." But
are there certain characteristics
which typify rapists? Consensus
on this question is divided eve"
among authorities.
Detective Kelly Malcolm of
Conflict Management at the Dayton Police department said rapists usually tend "o have aboveaverage IQ's. are well-groomed,
and usually don't enjoy success
in relationships with women socially.
Second of six part*
He continued that the average
rapist is also young, employed,
and married.
Malcolm feels this indicates
"some disturbance in their family life."
Rapists also tend to be selfcentered in relationships with
women and have slight knowledge of women's physiological
needs, he noted.
However. Malcolm pointed out
However,

sexuality one reason for rape

that most rapists are not menUi- into a house or apartment and
Center differs in opinion from
ly-deranged or murderers.
finds the woman there by herMalcolm and Hussey.
Malcolm remarked that most
self.
"It isn't true that there is any
npists rape more <han one vicHussey continued that for this
personality type. What we (at the
type, the rape wasn't his primary
tim.
Center) believe from our experiPat Hussey of the Victim-Wit- purpose in going there but he
ences is that many men (commit
ness division of the Montgomery
does so anyway.
rape) because of their socialiCounty
Prosecutor's
op"»ce
"Immature sexualtiy" -emzation." said Fischer.
agreed that rapists do repeit.
prises the last category. Hussey
She added. "I don't think
Hussev mentioned further that
rcmakred that this type's actions
they're (rapists) sick in their
a study which categorized rapists are "like (those of actors) in the
minds but (it's their) attitude
into four types has been done by old movies." The rapist believes
toward women. Rape is a violent
Massachusetts Institute.
the woman may resist but ends
The first vype. she noted, is
up enjoying every minute of it.
"sex with an aggressive aim."
she explained.
Hussey said this kind of rapist
Hussey said some rapists even
degrades and humiliates the
feel that all women want to be
woman by raping her to feel good
terrified and raped.
about himself.
The study stated that over 50
The second category is the
percent of rapists arc in the
"sadistic-oriented type." Hussey
aggressive category who want to
commented these rapists arc
dominate someone, according to
"like the Boston Stranglcr. There
Hussev.
is one (rapist) like his in .'he area
"I'm not sure the study is that
that hasn t been caught yet."
valid yet." Hussey commented.
she mentioned.
She added that a lot of the facts
The third type is the "impulse
aren't in yet.
rapist" who, Hussey explained,
Roberta Fischer, staff coordiis like the burglar who breaks
nator of the Dayton Women's

Malcolm said there is no certain type which characterizes a
rape victim. This factor would
seem to rule out the possibility
that a woman provokes the rape
simply by her clothing or appearance.
"The only thing in the mind of
the rapist is the availability of the
woman." Malcolm commented.
Next week: the prevention of
rape.

Dylan overcomes present proffessional criticism
.
(continued
from
page
2)
Vermont English professor in
IKiS. summing up aca.iemia s
attitude towards Dylan (himself a
University of Minnesota dropout).
Not so long ago just a handful
of maverick teachers were quoting Dvlan's words, mostly gradual'' instructors who led clandestine discussions in seedy coffeehouses, seeking a respite from an
outdated curriculum of a stuffy
English department. Or the draft
resisting music teacher who almosl lost hi'- job for goading
seventh graders into a secret
verse of "Blowin" ii the Wind."
In the last two years, courses
dealing with Dylan have been
offered at such diverse colleges

, ,
as the University of Southern
California, the State University of
New York. Johns Hopkins University. and Dartmouth College.
Al a recent meeting of the
Modern Language association in
San Francisco, so scholars, almost all young English professors. gathered to discuss "The
Deranged Seer: The Poetry of
Arthur
Rimbaud
and
Bob
Dylan." and how Dylan's view of
women
has
evolved
from
"macho posturing" to a "reconciliation iiI the sexes."
"I always use Dylan in my
poetry classes, it's the most
popular section of the cou'se,"
said Belle D Levinson. professor
of English at SUNY at Gcneseo.
"Increasingly." she added, "stu-

Evangelists speak
(continued from page li
that all campus males were
effeminate. Levine replied, that
"anyone would have to be pretty
hard up to choose that guy."
Although Smock was somewhat reluctant to reveal his
estimated annual income, he did
state that he was the pastor of a
non-denominational church in
Terre Haute. Indiana. He refused. however io reveal the exact
location of his parrish. giving
only a box number and rural
route number.
He also declined to give specific instructions on how to find his
church, because, as he said, that
it was "remote and very hard to
find."
The size of his congregation,
lie said was unimportant. He was

unable to quote an exact number
of parishioners, because, as he
put it. "God isn't interested in
numbers."
When questioned about his
religious training. Smock said
that it consisted of "Fasting,
praying and receiving the Holy
Spirit."

more familiar
familiar with
with
dents arc more
Dylan's songs, mostly because
he's being lapght in the high
schools."
Levinson emphasizes the "crucial links" between the poetry of
D\Ian and the French Symbolists. particularly Rimbaud and
Baudelair.
She lectures about the similarity of Dylan's and Rimbaud's
psychic trips, how both "were
drained by drugs and came out
with changed senses of perception." Their poetry is that of
"evocation and cxperiencc rather
than description."
Levinson
often
compares
Dvlan's "Mr Tambourine Man"
to Rimbaud's "The Drunken
Boat" since both poems are
surrealistic, drug-induced, mystical journeys.
Al Gcneseo. two of Levinson s
colleagues taught an interdisciplinary course on the music and
poclry of Dylan thai drew scads
of sludcnl ra. es.
The chairer of ihe Modern
Language conference. Patrick
Morrow of Auburn University in
Alabama, agreed thai Dylan s
lime has arrived in "higher
learning" bul stressed lhat it's

lt«D CINEMA
ACkxtyvorK

Orange

mostly
mosilv ihe
the junior
junior colleges and
state schools lhal are leading the
trend. "Popular culture has not
been accepted by most major
colleges yet." he asserted.
William MeClain. professor of
German at Johns Hopkins Institute in Baltimore, was tickled
v. lien a few ol his sludenls
uncovered direct parallels in Ihe
writings of Dylan and playwright
Bertolt Brcchl.
"li s wonderful to know that
Ihe words and nu>ods of Brcchl
are available through Dylan on
the juke boxes of America!
MeClain said.
And ai Dartmouth College,
where a seminar called "The
Songs of Bob Dvlan" was offered
last fall. Bob Ringler. a biology
major, remarked. "It was one of
ihe besl courses I've had. I was
somewhat skeptical at first, not
knowing much about Dylan, but I
found thai some of his songs
recreated the themes of Brown-

ing.
i"g. Blake
Blake and
and Rimbaud."
1
Dylan is only the latest in a
Ion# succession of renegade writers who were scorned by the
literati of their day. Rimbaud was
detested by ihe Parisian men of
letters in ihe early 1870's, and
was running guns in Asia before
cultists succeeded in legitimizing
his poetry.
This siow acceptance is probably no surprise to Dylan, who
has an acute sense of history and
always plays his cards right His
songs arc like a newsreel of the
60 s and "?0's. filled with the
movements, fads, slang and personalities of the time, songs that
were made to be examined 30
years after Ihcv were written.
Dylan "ill most likely be a
grandfather by the time they
leach
"Advanced Blonde on
Blonde" ai Oxford, but as he
once said. "I'm still gonna be
around when everybody gets
Ihcir heads straight."
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C o u l d t h i s b e a f u t u r e GUARDIAN h e a d l i n e ?
I f Dr J e r r y H u b s c h m a n , s e c r e t a r y o f t h e
Wright S t a t e Board of T r u s t e e s c a n ' t f o r e s e e
a t u i t i o n h i k e looming in the near f u t u r e ,
h e may n e e d a new c r y s t a l b a l l .
C o n s i d e r i n g the s t a t e ' s r e c e n t $150 t o
$200 m i l l i o n d e f i c i t e s t i m a t e , t h e r e i s l i t t l e
e l s e f o r a u n i v e r s i t y t o do but s t r e t c h out
t h e i r h a n d s f o r more s t u d e n t b u c k s .
The o n l y o t h e r a l t e r n a t i v e would be a
d r a s t i c s l a s h of s t u d e n t a c t i v i t y f u n d s ,
Unf o r t u n a t e l y , t h e r e i s l i t t l e doubt t h a t they
w o n ' t make u p t h e d i f f e r e n c e f r o m t h e i n t e r collegiate a t h l e t i c budget.
In a n y e v e n t , why c a n ' t t h e B o a r d o f R e g e n t s
a r r i v e at a l e s s vague d e f i c i t p r e d i c t i o n ?
To e s t i m a t e , " b e t w e e n $ 2 0 0 m i l l i o n a n d $ 1 5 0
m i l l i o n s h o r t of m e e t i n g committments a l r e a d y
made by t h e s t a t e " a l l o w s f o r a 2 5 " i - u n c e r t a i n t >' •
liven t h e s t r . t e d o e s n ' t h a v e $ 5 0 m i l l i o n t o

Ripoffs

W sua#?5op_
Go Id bricks

Pressures from above

There arc eight years left
before the prophetic annum,
I W Regardless of the apparent
progress in individual freedom
since George Orwell's book and
since the demonstrations of the
1%0's. wc must not assume that

By L a n c e Goldberg

During my brief interlude with
the evangelist while I walked
from elass to class. 1 was unwillingly confronted with his assertion that only those who accept
Jesus as savior would enter the

ridiculous
of "pressures trom al...vc" (and

f r o m u s i n g Pi; b u i l d i n g f a c i 1 i t i e s .
These F a c i l i t i e s have a l r e a d y been negl e c t e d by s t u d e n t s , and t h e y need no f u r t h e r
di s c o u r a g e m e n t .

Although the new system for locking up
valuables, devised by Security's I.t Carl
Sims and the PH building Manager of Operations
Pat Moran, seems to be both a potentially
effective anJ relatively convenient means
of storing precious items, it's too bad that
supposedly adult people must make such extra
measures necessary.
The thief or thieves should be mindful that
they are not stealing from a cold, impersonal
institution, but from sUsdents, perhaps their
own contemporaries, witl the same monetary
problems we ail face.
In fact, any theft that occurs at WSU also
inevitably picks the students' collective
pocket, as WSU is partially funded by our
fees.
We heartily encourage students to cooperate with the new security measures.

Not to mention memories of
mvscll silting in a principal's
office being threatened with sus
pension lor producing a journalistically sound "underground
newspaper".
And how about those compulsory sessions of listening to
lunatic ex-dopcrs (remember
Sonny (Jucsto?) telling an entirely adolescent student body how
"one joint of marijuana, or grass,
made me feel like jumping in
front of a bus. Mv friends had to
hold me back." Bunk.
And now. within the past
week. 1 have been confronted
with similar assaults on my liberties. Deep Throat has been
banned apparently because of
"pressures from above". I was
forced to listen to another lunaticevangelist
who
threatened
"pressures from above", and
Bell Telephone has been proven
to operate an irresponsible wire
tap line directly to "the pressure
from above."
Apparently, the evangelist was
responding to the Deep Throat
controversy, that is. responding
to anyone w ho walked down the
main thoroughfare of campus
whether they wanted to hear it or
not.

are condemned to hell lire and
only serve to damn the righteous."
I find this particularly disturbing since I have a characteristically Jew ish last name and have
experienced childish and contemptuous
accusations
like
"Christ killer."
Why did the University condone this conceivably archetypical Na/i proselvti/er and condemn a conceivably mind-perverting film?
In today's Tellers to the editor.
a Wright State university professor draws a distinction between
Deep Throat and a past WWSU
airing of I enny Bruce, citing that
Lenny Bruce w as more corruptive
bccause students did not have a
choice to not listen.
I think the same distinction is
applicable to the evangelical
speaker. Which is more dangerous? Who was checking ID's of
the evangelical speaker's audience?
Minors may be just as susceptible to Nazism as they are to
masturbation and rape.
Again, it is only conceivable

archetype just as it is only
conceivable that Deep Threat will
cause societal perversion. I am
advocating consistency in the
treatment of free expression.
While debate continue* on
what the individual can sec or
• .iti'i sec. 'here is a problem of
what "the pressure from above"
can or can't see of the individual
I he most flagrant example has
been brought to public attention
i. ihc September 2' issue of the
According to the headline article. "The Bell System secretly
cooperated, with the FBI for .10
years in hundrcds -pcrhaps thou
sands- of questionable wiretaps,
ail without a single court order."
Furthermore. "In a typical
wiretap. Bell telephone employees intercepted the customer's
telephone line and routed it to an
FBI listening room in the former
US Post Office building in downtown Washington. To wiretap
and record, all the FBI agents
has to do was flip a switch and
turn on the recorder."
AT&T, the corporate owner of
Bell Telephone and 100 per cent
of all telephone companies, is
treating its clientele unfairly and
without confidence.
More seriously, without competition. AT&T cannot be influenced by other corporations to
treat their clientele equitably.
The pressure must come from
above-the government who. we
have discovered, is using Bell
Telephone for their own clandestine activities.
While up front Ma Bell claims
she is hungry and must begin
charging for information calls,
you can be sure that a portion of
this added income is used to fund
an enormous wiretap network
which may be bugging you on
the other end.
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Signs to be aid
BY BARBARA LAND
Guardian Staff Writer
"Four-inch bands from ceiling
to floor" will soon "direct anybody in the building out the
closest stairwell" in case of fires
or tornados, savs John Coburn.
printing services' sign specialist.
Allyn hall's third floor is the
"prototype" that shows how
Wright State's upcoming supplemental sign system will look.
According to Coburn. anyone
coming out of a classroom will be
able to sec a long stripe telling
him where to go during a tornado
alert or fire alarm. Coburn hopes
that these signs will keep people
from heading for only one staircase in each building.
Every JO to 40 feet, there will

Shelter Area

Between Arrows

be a painted, silkscrcened, or
decalcd stripe. Tornado directions will be at the bottom.
Near the ceiling, there will be
the word "shelter" and an arrow
telling where to find the nearest
shelter or the next directing
stripe. Near the floor, there v-ill
be the word "exit" and an arrow
indicating the most efficient way
to leave the building.
"We hope to have these all up
as soon as the' physical department paints the stripes." says
Coburn. who will handle the
typography.
As soon as the stripes and
directions arc completed. Coburn
plans to get explanations of them
into the undergraduate and graduate catalogues, the University
Times, and other university publications.

Readers voice 'Deep
Throat9porn
opinions

Alarms part of system
BY BARBARA LAND
Guardian Staff Writer
Tornado alerts and fire alarms
will reach Wright State students
in the same way this year as they
did last year, according to Richard Grewe, director of Security
and Parking Services.
Grewe remarked that Security
will notify ct.tain people in each
"key area" of the university.
These people are to pass the
word to others. "I think in terms
of colleges and departments till a
different procedure is approved.'
said Grewe.
"The problem is tr. make sure
that whocver's responsible for
notification is there when notitied. Security's here 24 hours a

day. and this campus is effectively open 24 hours a day. 7 days a
week.
"Last year, something similar
was done." Grewe continued,
The Library is counteracting the
notification system's shortcomings by "working on a speaker
system." Grewe said.
"We've also got speakers
within cruisers." Grewe added.
Grewe pointed out that securtty has used runners to deliver
emergency instructions to areas
not available by phone, such as
classrooms. However. Grewe
complained, "We can advise, we
certainly can't force them to
leave if they don't choose to."
"Tornados
are
possible
throughout the year. One con-

ceivably could happen any time,
given the right weather conditions." Grewe remarked. Sccurity's Dispatch Center, one of
whose windows look out on
Allyn hall lounge, receives disaster news from the Fairborn dispat^h center. National Weather
service, the Miami Vallev disaster program, the Fairborn Fire
department, and the Miami ValIcy Alert System.
Campus warnings are put on
the Dispatch center bulletin
board.
Grewe commented that WSU's
security department gained experience by helping out Central
State when the Xenio tornado hit
it in 1974.

90 MINUTE MARKET CONCERT SCHEDULE
Sept JO 8pm

Grateful Dead

St John's - Columbus

Leon \ Marv Russell Firefall

Sept JO (Spin

Mara Arena - Dayton

Jackson Brown Orleans

Oct I 8pni

University of Cinncinati Fieldhousc Sb.50

Boston

Oct 2

Bogart's Cafe • Cinncinati

$5.5. 6.5

Freddie Fender Torn ! Mall

Oct 2 7&|0pm

I aft Theatre Cinncinati

$4.5. 5.5.

Grateful Dead

Oct 2 8pm

Riverfront Col - Cinncinati

$6.0. 7.0

Frankv Valley A The 4 Seasons

cancelled: tickets refunded • Dayton

$7.5. 0.5.

Commodores

Oct J

Vets Memorial - Columbus

S6.0. 7.5

Outlaws Ozark Mt Daredevils

Oct 4

Vets Memorial - Columbus

$5.5. 6.5

Jackson Brow n Orleans

Oct 5

Vets Memorial - Columbus

$5.5. 6.S '

Norman Blake

Oct <>

Crying Cowboy Saloon - Springfield

Neil Sedaka

Oct " 7pm

Music Hall - Cincinnati

$5 5. 6.5.

Neil Sedaka

Oct 8 8pm

Hara Arena - Dayton

$6.0. 7.0

Ohio Players

Oct 8 7:30pm

Riverfront Col - Cincinnati

$7.0

Blue Oyster

Oct 9 8pm

Riverfront Col - Cincinnati

$6.0

Chicago

Oct 10

Riverfront Col - Cincinnati

$6.0. 7.0

Funkadelies Bootsie's Rubber
Band

Oct 17 8pm

UD Arena - Dayton

$5.5. 6.5

u. top

Oct 14 8 pm

UD Arena - Dayton

$6.0. 7.0

To lh- editor
I would like to thank the
editorial staff of The Guardian
for their forma! endorsement of
our position in regards to censorship on on campu. It is veryimportant for students to support
UCB now. and your editorial
statement gives the much needed
insight to schicve this.
I do not however feci that your
front page article on th- Student
Caucus meeting of Wednesday
September 22. 1976 was reported
accurately.
Such inaccurate reporting does
no one involved in this controversy any good. Direct quotes were
inaccurate and out of context.
In fact, the whole story seemed
quite disjointed. I sincerely hope
that in the future such meetings
would be tape recorded by Guardian reporters so as to avoid such
inaccuracies.
Here are some of the major
points in the article that I feel
were not completely accurate:
The second paragraph states that
1 said the following. "After going
from one campus dictator to
another, we decided to go to the
University Appeals board."
I recall the statement a little
differently. At the time of that
Caucus. 1 had only spoken to one
administrator or "dictator" of
policy. 'Die quote should have
read. "Rather than going from
one dictator to another, we decided to go to the University
Appeals Board." I feel it is a
significant mistake.
Later in the article it states
that. " . . .nursing rep Nclda
Martinez pointed out that Staton
had said they would be reimbursed." This statement was
directed at the issue of raising
private funds to show the film
Deep Throat.
Nelda picked that information
up at the ICC meeting that sameday. and I tol^her tl at we cou'd
not reimburse students for their
donations. It would be highly
unethical for us to solicit private
donations and then repay them
with UCB funds.
I understand the difficulty of
reporting such an active meeting
with many important things said,
but it seems to me that a tape
recorder would be a simple
solutionfe>this problem.
Ted Staton

To the editt'r:
111 a recent letter to the Guard
iii/i, a Mr Nathan Schwartz tried
to compare the current attempt
by the university administration
to prevent the showing of Deep
Throat on campus with the censoring of his program on WWSU
when he attempted to play a
recording containing some routines of the late Lcnnic Bruce.
Unfortunately, the two incidents
are not comparable.
I'o be sure, there are some
similarities: Deep Throat is hardcore pornography. Mr Bruce, although a talented comedian, was
also a borderline psychotic whose
humor depended upon the systematic befoulment of much of
what our Judco-Christian culture
holds sacred. Thus, both are patently offensive to most people.
The parallel ends there. Deep
Throat is being shown as part of
an event at w hich attendence is
voluntary. In fact, a hefty admission fee is being charged. Those
who would be offended by the
movie can boycott it - and 1
strongly urge them to do so.
Pornography is a business proposition for the yendor. and if there
is no profit in it. he will shy away
for displaying it.
Mr Schwartz was not kind
enough to offer that kind of
choice to his listeners. WWSU's
programs are played over the
public address system in the
University Center building. In
many rooms, the volume of the
PA system can be muted, or it
can be shut down completely, by
means of controls located near
the doorways- In the public areas
• the lobbies and corridors - of
the building, however, there is
no way of turning down the PA
system short of "pulling the
plug". Thus, anyone who was
passing through the Univers-'y
Center at the time of Schwartz's
program was subjected, willynillv, to the lunatic dia'.ribes of
I.ennie Bruce, until someone
mercifully cut ihc program off.
Despite the clement of free
choice involved, there are many
w ho feel that Deep Throat has no
place on this campus. In my
opinion, they have a good case.
Others believe otherwise. But I
hope that al! of us of whatever
(continued on page 10)

6 GUARDIAN September 30, 1976 beer will be sold for 25 cents.
Many different types of ethnic
Management Day
and regional dishes will be
Society for Advancement of
featured as well.
Management will sponsor
In addifion to the culinary
management day Tuesday,
delights, individual craftsmen
October 5 from 9:30 am to 12
have been invited.as in the
noon in She University Center
past, to exhibit their wares.
cafeteria. Guesi speakers will
New space has been made
include i> John Murray, vice
avaiable to them this year,
president ».nd vice provost for
however, in the gallery, as well
academic affairs at Wright
as the Cloisters, and on the
State; Or Sam Barone, dean of
grounds as has been the rule in
the College of Business:
previous years.
Management
department
A sample of the roster of
chaircr Dr Thomas Vonderexhibitors includes soft sculpEmbsc; and Dr Stickney. Dr
ture.
wooden toys, polished
Imundo, and Dr Constable
hardwood pipes, giass-blown
will speak or. their respective
Tiffany-tvpc pieces, potters,
fields.
handmade Indian jewelry and
Questions will be entereven a basket maker.
tained and answered and a
Free polka lessons wili be
time to meet the management
given by Clancy Burrowes from
staff will be provided.
3 to 4 pm each afternoon and
there will be movies and "ParWheelchair Spoztk Club
ticipation-puppet" show for the
There will be a meeting of
children.
the Wheelchair Sports Club at
The Institute is located at
4:30 on Thursday September
Forest and Rivervicw Avenues.
30. I9 7 h. Wc will meet in Room
00" of the Physical Education
Building.
Growing lip Fe;nale
Nominations for president
"Growing Up Female" in
arc now being accepted whh
video tape form will be shown
elections to be held Thursday.
this week, through September
24. from 10 am to 3 pm on
Octoberfcst
monitors in Allvn lobby. Allvn
Dayton's Art Institute has
lounge, and Millett lobby.
designated the weekend of OctUniversity Center board
ober 9ih and 10th as the dates
presents the weekly tapes in
of the fifth Octobcrfest. an
conjunction with Campus Inannual celebration of harvest
formation service and Wright
time.
State's Telecommunications.
German bands will provide
music for ihc festivities and

WSU Bowmen
Wright State Bowmen will
hold an organizational pot
luck picnic Sunday. October 3
at 2:30 pm on Achilles hill.
Old members and prospective members are invited.
Guests are asked to bring a
vegetable and a meat dish.
For further information,
contact club president Regina
Spillman at 767-7324. extension 52. or at 252-6447 after
5:30 pm.

News
Shorts
Christian Fellowship
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will begin after-lunch
expositions Monday. October
4 112 Fawcett. Scripture
studies will begin Wednesday. October 6 from 2:15 to
3:10 pm in 240 Fawcett.
The fellowship's basis of
faith includes the belief in the
divine inspiration and entire
trustworthiness of the scriptures. the deity of the I.ord
Jesus Christ, the necessity
and efficacy of the substitutionary death of Jesus Christ,
the Holy Spirit's work in
regeneration, and the expectation fo the personal return
of Jesus Christ.
Special Philharmonic Price
Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra association announces
a special student price for all
tickets for the first mini-series
concert of the 1976-77 season
on October 7 at 8 pm in
Memorial hall.
Tickets in all price ranges
may be purchased for half the
usual price by mail, or in
person. Prices will be S2. S3.
S3.50. and S4. depending on
the seat.
Address mail orders to Dayton Philharmonic association.
210 N Main street. Daytcn
45402.
The first concert will feature John Browning, pianist,
iti a performance of Barber's
Piano Concerto.
Charles Wendelken-Wiison.
music director of the philharmonic. has also programmed
Beethoven's Overture to Egmom and Brahms' First Symphony.

Surplus Bids
Purchasing department is in
the process of disposing of
miscellaneous cafeteria and
audio-visual equipment that
has been declared surplus.
Any University department
that has a use for any of the
equipmen' may request its
transfer <th an 1100 form,
and
.icmber of the Univi,
. ommunity may pick
i bid from the Stores
office. 044 Allvn.
Sealed bids must be returned by October 14 on
miscellaneous equipment, October 21 on cafeteria equipment. and October 28 for
audio-visual equipment.
For persons interested in
inspecting the items, contact
Bud Burrcll at extension 3226.
Hollow Tree Winners
Winners of the contest held
at the Hollow Tree open house
on Friday. September 24 are
Jcanettc Polaschck and Tony
Saladino.
Polaschck guessed that
there were 198 pieces of
candy in the j»r. and Saldino's guess was 179. The
actual number was 188 pieces.
First prize is a S15 gift
certificate, and second prize is
the candy. Winners may claim
t heir prizes at the Hollow Tree
anytime between 11 am and 4
pm Monday through Friday.
Belly Dancing Delayed
Western Ohio Branch campus' non-credit belly dancing
class, taught by Mary Miracle. which was scheduled to
begin Saturday. Ooober 25.
will begin one week later on
Saturday October 2.
Interested persons may call
Karen Jons at WOBC. The
class will meet for five weeks
from 1:30 to 2:30 pm.

German Club T-Shlrts
Wright State's German
club will meet Monday. October 4 from I to 3 pm in 242
Millett. Those who bring a
t-shirt will get it silk-screened
free when they pay the SI
membership due to the club.
Slides of Germany. Switzerland, and the South Pole will
also be shown.

Alard Quartet
Wright state's Artist series
will open with a performance
by the Alard Quartet Saturday. October 2, in the Creative Arts center at 8 pm.
Admission is free.

© Timebcind M
DIGITAL WATCHES

An inexpensive watcf lha!
doesn t took like one
Contemporary designs 'Of
men and women Pnced

29.95
a special gift
,
.
...with l o w irort

CU>fc>
CoOftU I 5rv»h

• downtown
• saletrt mall
dayton mall

BankAmericord
Master Charge

Bicentennial Concert
College-Community
Arts
council of Western Ohio
Branch campus will present
pianist Raymond Dudley Monday, October 4 to 8 pm in a
special bicentennial concert of
Havdn sonatas composed in
1776.
Dudley will perform on a
fortepiano, an instrument of
the same design and sound as
those used by Haydn.
The concert will be held in
the auditorium on campus in
Cclina. Advance sale tickets
are S2 and $3 at the door.
Students and senior citizens
will be admitted at half price,
and pre-schoolers free.
All Wright State students
with an identification card will
be admitted free.
Student Handbooks
Students new to Wright
State may obtain the most
recent printing of the Student
Handbook in the Dean of
Students office. 111 millett
from 8:30 am to 5 pm. Evening students may pick theirs
up at the publics ons rack
outside the office.
Ik-phi Rush
Members of Theta Delta Phi
fraternity will be available for
information on fall rush this
week and next. \ table will be
located in Allvn hall from September 27 through October I
Irotn 10 am to 2 pm and another
will be in the University Center
from October 4 through October
8, also front 10 am to 2 pm.
For more information, interested persons may contact
members at the Delphi house at
228-2909 between 7 and 11 pm
weeknights and anytime on the
weekends.

Rape I-ecture
Frederic Storaska, author of
How to Say So to a Rapist and
Survive, will lecture at University of Dayton Kennedy
Memorial Union ballroom
Thursday. September 30 from
7 to 9:30 pm.
Public Employees Retirement
System (PERS)
In the event that a student
has been previously enrolled
in PERS while working for any
state agency, the student may
not be hired for employment
at Wright State University
until the student has withdraown from PERS under appropriate state PERS tegulations. Pertinent forms and
information are available from
the Office of Financial Aid.
Nursing Committees
All freshman, sophomore,
junior and senior nursing students wishing to serve as student representatives on the
committees of the School of
Nursing should put their names
in the School of Nursing Organisation of Studeuts box located
in the nursing office.
Position-i will be filled by
volunteers ona first come, first
serve basis.
For more information, contact Terri Ayer. SNOS chairer.
through her mailbox in the
Nursing office.

ROTC program has new look
BY MYKI.E WILLIAMSON
Guardian Staff Writer
The ROTC program a< theUniversity of Dayton lias taken on a
new look. The dress code has
been revised, along with the
basic curriculum, said Captain
Durham, a professor of military
science at UD.
The new program no longer
requires the short military haircut. Uniform requirements have
been relaxes also. The only '.line
that cadets will be required to
wear a uniform, will be when
they are on the field drilling, on
in a class known as leadership
lab.
Although the uniform requirement has been relaxed, uniforms
will be available for those that do
not wish to soil o> to tear iheii
clothes. The marching and the
drilling will also be kept to a
minimum.
The new curriculum will be
less rigorous. Until recently, an
ROTC cadet of freshman or
sophomore standing, was required to take a class on the workings
of the Department of Defense.
That class has been replaced
with a course entitled "Leadership and Practical Managment."
ROTC also offers courses in
competitive marksmanship, mapping and land navigation, mountaineering and repelling attack.

WSU women's
career center
offers advice
BY BETTY STUTLER
Guardian Staff Writer
WSU's Women's Career Development center is a valuablesource of information on jobs and
job training.
Career counseling is available
in small groups and in lecture
workshops. Inidvidual counseling
is also provided by appointment
as a supplement to the workshops. Plus, a lot of printed
information is available on careers. career options, and career
training.
Plans have just been finalized
for an internship program. In this
program, qualified clients are
given a specific work project to
complete for some business corporation.
A scholarship and loan program is provided for women
needing money to help finance
their education. Nancy Cherry,
director of the center, said.
"This is to be used as a supplement for other means of financial
aid thai the client has obtained."
Men are not excluded from the
center, she noted. "We've had a
tremendous response." Cherry
remarked, "including men. and
we have served men."
The center, located in the
Kettering Center at 140 East
Monument, has been in operati'in since January, and is currently itaffed by two full-time
employees, two part-time counselors. and one part-time clerical
staff assistant.
The center can be reached at
223-6041 froir. 8:30-5:00 on weekdays.

All the ROTC classes arc taken
in addition to a regular curriculum. A non-ROTC student may
take these classes for their own
benefit, if tiu-v wish.

The ROTC program dues run
for four years. Persons who are
serious about continuing in the
military after they graduate, can
sign a contract during their
juniot year, to join the Army for
a minimum of three years.
However, if they should not

continue in college for some
tease's, then they will not be
obligated to the contract.
Cadets arc also required to go
to a summer Army camp between their junior and senior
year. After graduation, they will
enter into the Army as an officer.
C -plain Durham also said that
the Army hopes to organize by
1180 the Active Duty for Training
program. What this means, is
that if someone has an interest in
a specified area then they will
be sent to a school for four
months to receive intensive training in that area.
Then they would return to
their hometown member of the
National Guard or as a member
of the Reserves.
If anyone wishes to know more
about ^ie ROTC program, they
can call 229-3326 and set up an
appointment with someone from
the UD campus for an appointment at Wright Slate.
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Lost and found
Security anil Parking services will conduct an auction of lost and
found articles Friday, October 22. The auction will be held in the
Allyn hall lobby, beginning at 9:30 am and closing at 1:30 pm.
Items of low monetary value will be tagged or priced and the
items of higher value will be sold by silent auction with a written
bid. The bids will close at 1:30 pm and the results will be available
:r room 241 Allyn Hall, after 2:30 pm.
Those bidding will be responsible for checking the results the
day of the auction and the winners will be required to pick up and
pay for the items before 5 pm that day.
If you feel that an item belonging to you is listed below, come to
room 241 Allyn Hall between 8:30 am and 5 pm Monday through
Friday and upon further identification, claim the item.
Books, belts, gloves, hats, shorts, jackets, mittens, scarves,
sweaters brushes, combs, folders, glasses cases, contact lens
cases, sunglasses, glasses bracelets, necklaces, pins, rings,
watches, keys (will not be sold, but will be disposed of), shoes.
misce"aneous papers, cosemetics. calculators, towels, notebooks,
tape recorder, swimming trunks, goggles, purses, umbrellas,
pipes, raincoats, water jug. dress, vest, tops, shaving kit, lighters,
guitar bridge, lunch case, ear plug, knife, adapter, sweatshirts,
spoons, baby blanket, cords, lens filter, tapes, blow comb, hub
cap. gloves, socks, earrings.

university
food
services
for the all day

Coffee

Drinkers

here is deal that's hard to refuse,
for ONE PRICE you get your own
personalized Wriqht State Coffee
cup & all the coffee you can drink
During the whole quarter.

The Bottomless
TAKE A MTNUTE A N D FIGURE
HOW MUCH MONEY YOU WILL
SPEND ON COFFEE BY THE END
OF THE QUARTER

ARA is offering this package to you
For S25 through the end of this
quarter starting Mon Oct 4
FURTHER INFO? Contact George
or Howard at the Center cafeteria
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WSU grad now a cost accountant for firm
BY DAVE YETTER
Guardian Stuff Writer
Have you ever contemplated
the value of your learning experience at good old Wright Slate?
Have you ever wondered what
the graduate-! do with their lives
after they leave the hallowed
halls of their alma mater?
Well. Merrill Lynch. Pierce.
Fenner. and Smith arc bullish on
America and so is one of their
account executives. John York
A graduate of WSU. York is on
his way up 'he proverbial ladder
of success.
"I knew I wanted to be in

work.
business." York said, "a desire
"I knew that when I left
that was impni-ted from mv
Wright Sti.tc. I didn't want to
youth. 1 fcsve been interested in
specialize."
York said, "but it
the stock mui Net since I was 14
was important to find a job"
years old. when my parents
related to '-usincss.
invested my money for me."
York continued that, "My am"Job', were hard to come by."
bition has always been to be a
York continued, "so I tried to get
stockbroker, but it seemed iike
a job through the placement
the unattainable position."
office at Wright State."
York graduated in December
He noted that "Although I
1171. with a bachelor of science
didn't get my job through them
degree in business, as part of the
they were very helpful in my
first graduating class al WSli
finally being able to get work."
since it became a university.
York said the placement office
A self supporting student.
•
had respectful industries set up
York began to think seriously
interviews
"which gave me ar.
about where he should apply for
opportunity to experience the
type of questions" that would be
asked by other employers.
York said the placement office
also helped him expand the
personal aspects he had to offer a
firm, showed him how to conduct
himself during an interview, and
"helped to show me why I may
not have gotten a job."
ncic friends,
After graduation York went to
Minimum
(lunation
work for Saint Regis Paper company in Troy. Ohio.
"I started in customer service," York noted, "but I was
lucky. My boss took advantage of
my skills and put me in charge of
purchasing, traffic production,
scheduling, cross accounting,
and customer relations."

We're doing it again this year

ALTERNATIVE LUNCH
Relaxing•
home

atmosphere.

cooked

to help

food.

with costs.

Tuesday, Oct 5
11:30 am to 1:15 p m
Campus Ministry Center

BEA atVERCREEK
MUSIC
the New Beaver Valley Mall
3293

F. I ' u t l r r N o n R d .

j29-3510

ft>r B u m ! a n d O r r l u ' e t r n
S h e e t m u s i c c\ u t r a w o r l t ' i t
A c o u s t i c Gillian*
All p o p u l a r b r a n d * of {r.uilars. a m
a n d I' A s y s t e m s
instrument a m

votcc

York worked as a sales representative with the company,
managing a $1.5 million sales
territory covering Indiana. Ohio
and Kentucky.
It was very slow "getting to
the top" York commented "so
with thrcc-and-a-half years experience. it w as time to get back
to my original culling, the stock
market."
There were limited opportunities in the Dayton area "for what
I wanted." York stated, "but
while in college and business, I
kept in close contact with a
gentleman at Merrill Lynch."
York was interviewed by the
local manager and was sent to
New York for training. "My
point." stated York, "is that you
have to know someone from
within the business. It's important."
On October I. 1975, York was
hired by Merrill Lynch. Pierce.
Fenner. and Smith, Incorporated
as an account executive.
As a stockbroker, York said

student

"you need to be familiar with the
workings of the government, the
tax laws and the needs and wants
that may be best suited for every
kind of investor."
York commented that he always tries to find out as much
information as possible about his
client's goals. From this " he
broker should be able to give
some thought to the best solution
that will meet the client's needs
for the time he wants to invest."
York stressed that the education he received at WSU has
played an important part of his
career.
"The courses I tix>k in economics. finance, management,
and accounting, all helped with
the training I went through for
my job. Most of it were things I
had from Wright State," York
said. "I had a good base to go
on."
York mentioned that he feels
WSU is the mos' "underrated,
unrcspcctcd school around. 1
don't think the community appreciates what it has to offer."

directory

Directories may cost 25'
BY ALLAN FROMAN
Guardian Staff Writer
The annual Wright State Student directory which is distributed each fall quarter may cost 25
cents this year due to lack of
financial backing from advertisers.
"This year's directory is being
published by Triad Enterprises."
commented Assistant Dean of
Students Joanne Risachcr, who is
in charge of negotiations between WSU and the corporation.
"Triad Enterprises called me
last week and had decided that
they would have to break the
contract but we decided to get
together and talk about it," she
continued.
Risachcr noted that to create

enough finance for the corporation. she would suggest that
5.(KM) copies be-printed instead ol
the normal (>.000 copies and that
WSt would charge a quarter for
each directory.
"I rcallv believe the directoryis ;• great service to the students
and I would rcallv be dtsappoin
ted if it wasn't put out this
war. Risachcr rcmakred.
She added that she would be in
contact with T riad sometime this
week and find out whether the
directory would be printed.

Attention All Wright Stale
University Students!
Open a checking or savings
account at Third National and
get a certificate worth up to
$5 in merchandise of your choice
from the campus bookstore!

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

Just open a S25 checking or savings account at any Third National Bank Office and
we'll give you a certificate worth up to S5. You can use that certificate toward the
purchase of merchandise of your choice on any one purchase frcm the campus
bookstore. Limit, one certificate per studeni. Look for our flyer giving details and
locations of all Third National Offices in your Student Mailbox in Allyn HaM.
Hurry! Offer ends December 4.1976.

A better bankforyou.

Meml,er FDIC

Send $ 1 . 0 0 f o r y o u r u p l o c a l e ,
1 9 2 page, m a i l o r d e r c a t a l o g .
1 1 9 2 6 Santa M o n i c a Blvd.
Los A n g e l e s . Ge 9 0 0 2 5
Original research also available
Enclosed is S' 00
Please rush the catalog to

Address .
C»ty .
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Candidates, Learavision provide comedic flair
BY RICHARD A VORPE
Guardian Feature Writer
The sleeper of the year, the
presidential debates, mtde it's
debut in a simulcast lart Thursday night. As a combined network effort, it lacked the suspense of what one would say a
good novel for television should.
Because it was only the first of
three parts, the total intent of the
show thematically was not exactly clear. But the paralleled efforts of its two main characters
gives it a good comedic flair that
even the most intense, social'yrevelant TV sitcoms do.

Neither the words comedy nor
tragedy seem to explain the total
intent of the show in its first
episode. The plot in its' original
state docs lean in the direction of
extreme black humor.
It's plot is based around the
lives of a lusty Georgian "aimer
and a Michigan State All-Star,
who make it to the big time, in
the big city. The plot, as well as
the personalities, arc a bit trite in
the current tradition of sitcom.
Needless to say, there were
nwmcnis of extreme power. One
was the mime sequence, where
Jimmy sat down and rocked in
his rocking chair, while Jerry

Antioch productions
BY ROBERT MARCUM
Guardian Photographer
Normally being a photographer
for this paper, writing a play
review is rather new to me.
I stumbled into this job as a
result of a collapse of staff
communication (! was the only
one who went).
Considering tint the accompanying photographs aren't ihat
great, this probably won't be
cither.
IIMM™. I'nisnn.

and Pu: <

fro'e in a totally unnatural vertical position. At least for Jerry it
seemed unnatural.
»
As a whole, ihe 90 miuutcs
seemed totally void of any purpose. As entertainment, which
seems to be its hidden purjx-.se.
the few who proudly saw the
whole thing came away with the
satisfied feeling that, in reality
political life is not really the land
of babbling idiots.
The characters depend more
on the ratings than they do on
i!ie national economy. In that
case, I guess it was £ relevant
moment for TV. but way too silly
to be taken seriously.

enjoyable

inexpensive, enjoyable, local entertainment.
Jules Feiffer's The While
House Murder Case will be
performed at the Area Theatre
on October 8-10 and 15-17.
Thursday. September 30. Voices
Incorporated of New' York City
will present llarlem heyday, a
musical-comedy revue of the

I920's and '30's.
If you're always wondering
what to do and winding up
dropping your bucks in bars and
similarly ridiculous places, or
have someone you would like to
see enjoying themselves, take
yourself and a littii money over
to the theatre and catch a few of
these things.

From a more conservative view
point is Learavision's new season
openers. Maude was Maude, a
nice little plot twist gave the
show a sense of black humor thai
some of its better episodes have
had.
Lear people seem to do their
best when (heir humor can make
(he audience shiver and wonder
how anyone can laugh at some(hing so sick.
The removal of a stolen broach
from ihe deceased, whose funeral is taking place, was like that.
Sick, but still worthy of a sitcom
whose best moments seem sometimes loo revelant.
All In The Family's season
opener escaped its normal format
of Ihe Michael Archie fights that
were so very important at its •

conception.
In this semidramatic episode,
Archie's obvious clumsy seduction of a more than willing
wailress was pretty standard.
The hour-long first episode
peaked in its' second half hour
with Edith's realization of his
affair. Jean (Edith) Stapleton's
performance was brillantly underplayed. These arc the dramatics thai a( times make All In The
Family worthy of the position it
holds in the ratings.
One senses that the show's
stars are getting tired of it all,
with the exception of Stapleton.
whosejicart and soul seems to be
involved in a character (hat
symbolizes a lost innocence in a
society of extremes.

>n

(IHD LECTURESEMES

by George H rnard Shaw, heretofore known as PPAP. was an
uneven performance of a play
thai was not one of Shaw's
masterpieces (some would sav
that Shaw never came close to
wr.ing a masierpicce. bin that's

B|

aJ0H

M.nn

mod

play

Antioch cast approaches as if it
were a Ihrec Stooges script.
The best performances were
turned in by Adolphus (Joshua
Billings), the victim, a man very
into the thcalrics of pain: the
policeman (William Badgett),
who has an excellent sense of the
comic character role; and Lady
Magnesia Ht/tollemaciie (Oenise
F.thier). who has laken to heart
every 1930's love story of li e rich
movie she's ever seen.
Fit? (John Ken! Alexander!,
however, did not have a good
grasp on that essential comic
timing, and several of his lines
sounded forced.
The Shewing-up of Bhwro Powell. on the other hand, was a
uniformly fine production, with
superior performances by all concerned.
Blanco (David M Jaffe( was
played vigorously ana convincingly, and William Badgett, here
as the Hlder Daniels, again lakes
his character to the hilt (although
he had difficulty mastering the
limp).
The entire cast seemed to
thoroughly enjoy themselves the
entire time, as did the i.udicncc,
which was encouraged by the
program to "feel free to laugh,
hiss or boo in fully melodramatic
style."
These plays arc being performed again on October 1-3 at 8:30
pm at (he Antioch Area Theatre.
Ticnets are S2.50 for adults and
51.25 for students, with 10 or
more group discounts. Telephone 864-!461 or 767-7331 for
information
These plays are worth your
attention, both for themselves,
and to support and encourage

October

wore
F.Lee
Ooiley

Blanco Posnet gives Strapper Xcmp a good chewing out at
Antioch. (Text and [.hoto by Robert Marcum)

October 20
Main gym/8 p.m.

David
host

v\V-

December 1
Maingym'8p.m

NSCrHT
OCT: i

Senes lidKeis S5.50-S8 50
'
(Save $1 if you order before October
Individual leClures/S2.50-$5 00
'

' For more information, call Ihe Hollow Tree Box
Office 873-2960- University Center Board '
Wright State University' '
Let us entertain yo'u!

Campus Happenings
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UCB offers free hayride
BY GAYLON VICKERS
Guardln Staff Writer
Some free organized entertainment for the evening after October Daze has been planned to go
along with the usual unorgan-

ized entertainment accompanying that fall madness.
The entertainment is a University Center board sponsored
Hayride that will take place on
Achillcs Hill. October 8. (October
9. raindate).

Authentic
INDIANJEWELRY
AT AUTHENTIC
RETAIL PRICES!
Whe.i we mok« you on offer
on our beautiful i«l®c1ion of
handcrafted jewelry, you con
be lure you're getting o
bargain. Infloted prices hove
no place in our bu»ine»; all
discounts are taken off the
ORIGINAL, ALREADY LOW
RETAIL PRICEI

You always get 1 /3 to 112 off
at
Parker's Indian Jewelry
Downtown Dayton
V* »

rw« Ar^toW. • op»« M r »-•

tuesday. octoher 5
veterans educational organization--3 pm. check board in university
center lobby for room or contact gale alley, mailbox fl91.
campus hible fellowship--5:30
study and discussion group.

~

II-OMINIVERSITY

fell
Classes
October 12-November 9 Tuesdays 7-9 p.m.
Rug Weaving (RYA). Macrame 041 University
Center S15

Wednesday, octoher 6
campus bible fellowship -12 noon-1 pm. 321 allyn. bible study and
discussion group.
inter-varsity christian fellowship--2:15-3:10 pm. 240 fawcctt.
speech and hearing majors—3:10 pm. 124 millett. preview of
course offerings, anonymous guest speaker on "organic voice
disorders."
ucb miniversity~7H;M) pm. wrestling room, pc building,
kundalini and hatha yoga classes, sign up at hollow tree gift shop.
S15 fee.

thursday. octoher 7
inter-varsity christian fellowship-11-12:10

pm. 112 fawcctt.

university center board and riding cluh- H pm-12 midnight, achilles
hill, free food and drinks provided, folk entertainment by connic
buchcnroth and jim mccutcheon. raindate- -October 9.

Letters
cont'd
'continued from page 5)
opinion, except for the most
authoritarian, will unite in our
opposition to having offensive
material forced upon unwilling
audiences.
Martin /I rbagi

To the editor:
Before the student governing
body of this University is an
issue which should not be taken
in light perspective by either the
'Uueilt body or the administra:on. The is.sue is Censorship.

In answering the question of
should there be Censorship, we
must as creative personalities
analyze the criteria involved in
the act of Censorship.
The purpose for administrators
is to be aware and perceptive to
those needs of not only the student body, but also of those
needs of the community of which
they are a part.
They are responsible for themselves, for all students on campus. all visitors to campus as well
as the efficient operation of all
University functions.
Their position is analogous to

The New Mare's Head
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
v\° 0 <

AC vC*

X>N -

V*
vV*

October 18-November 15. Mondays 6 30-8 p m
Quilling 045 University Center $13
October 18-November 15. Mondays 5 15-6:15p.m.
Bellydancing 041-043 University Center $12
October 14-November 11 Thursdays 7-8 p m.
Beginning Photography 041 University Center
Darkroom $10
October 14-November 11. Thursdays 7-9 p.m.
Pottery 029 University Center Pottery Room $20
October 18 and 20, Monday and Wednesday
7-9 3 0 p in.
Mixology 2219 Bushnell. Dayton $50
November 10 and 12. Monday and Wednesday
7-9 30 p.m
Mixology 2219 Bushnell. Dayton $50
October 6-November 17. Wednesdays 7-8:30 p.m.
Kundalini and Hatha Yoga Wrestling Room.
PE Building $20
Sign-up sheet tor classes is located in the
Hollow Tree Gift Shoppe lobby.

Let us entertain y o u !

pm. 155b university center, bible

friday, octoher 8

PAUEIS INDIAN JfWtlSf • JOIIEIS • WHOUSALIIS • IBTAILEIS
J C - - .

monday. octoher 4
inter-vanity christian fellowship--l2 noon-1:10 pm, 112 fawcctt,
bible study.

For those who have never been
to a hlyridc. the things that one
docs at hayride are just about the
same as any party etccpt for
some homespun differences.
A tractor pulling a load of hay
will travel about the university.
All the participants have to do is
climb aboard the hay and allow
themselves to be taken to Achillcs hill.
When arriving at the hill, one
should fmd a roaring fire, beer,
food, «nd munchies. This is not
re- mention the good company
and live entertainment that will
go along with the munchies.
Connie Buchcnroth and Jim
McCutchcon will be providing
the entertainment. Those planning !he hayride have planned
for this to be very informal.
The same people who arc
bringing you this nayride are
setting upa bike hike for those
hardy souls who think they can
make it to John Bryan State park.
All those interested will start
from the university center on Oct
|7 at 12 noon. A free cookout will
be held at John Brvan.

Wednesday
lAIHI.S Nl II
SPKCIA1. PKI< KS

n i -WIIUMW
1 HONKS 2 I I IK I

IH mid over
U 7J Jasper

Hrtunti %imn X S.

FRIDAY OCT I

WSU PARTY
NIGHT
BEER BLAST
.

• %«(>'• « t o o

The New M a r e * Head
7 3 Jafeper - Between RrowniS S Main
don'i forget your U M IDs

the lawmakers of our nation who
have determined that we will
drive our automobiles on the
right side of the road.
If some citizens decide that no
one has the right to tell them
which side of the road on which
to travel the resulting consequences would be castrophic.
In much the same way many
students arc protesting a decision made in the interest of the
student body, the university and
the community.
Perhaps the best solution
would not be to "uprise" against
authority, but to work with
them—to listen, reason and evaluate together.
We must remember that many
of us will be administrators ourselves one day and thus it is
necessary for us to refine our
empathetic talents to deal with
the dissonance of those whom we
are to administer.
If, indeed our administrators
understand the need for us to
exercise our own judgement in
what is deemed worthwhile for
our campus, and wc are granted
the priority to do so without
threat of Censorship, we then
must reexamine our motives and
distinguish between what we
actually consider to be "of
value" or "worth" to our friends
and ourselves.
In other words-as intelligent
achievers would we want to
direct our energies into permitting a movie such as Deep
Throat to be easily accessible to
everyone?
Are we really aware of the
consequences?? Can you sincerely admit that it is of value to you
individually??
Do you really enjoy it?'' Would
you like ALL your friends and
relatives to have the opportunity
to view it? Do we have the
wisdom to dccide???
Joy Booghier
Student Csiucas Representative
College of Education
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Coach's corner

Jackson joins 'Men of Achievement'

Marcus Jackson
BY SHARON TWAREK
Guardian Staff Writer
W.-ight State basketball coach
Marcus Jackson lias recently
been selected to appear in the
Fourth Edition of Men ofAchic'rent published by the International Biographical Centre at
Cambridge, England.
Men of Achievement is the
only illustrated work in existence
devoted to the recognition of the
achievement of men ot all nations
vvhecher at international.national,
regional or local level.
Jackson, a native of South

Bend. Indiana. no:ed, "I would
hope that everyone would not say
that WSU 20-8 is at the top. This
past season can be used as a catalyst. there is still work to i'e
done and improvement srhieved.
In a wall hanging designed by
Jackson and titled the "Winners'
Circle", he states a philosophy of
athletics as well as life. Words
circling a center of tough defense
are pride, rebounding, sacrifice,
discipline, patience. conditioning
desire, and team spirit.
Jackson in the past has spoken
to dorm floors in sessions to encourage student interest and
support.
His office in the Physical Education building projects a basketball image. There are personal
objects d art such as a wood
carving of a basketball player
which was a gift from his wife, a
wire drawing designed by Jackson and done by a local artisan, a
basketball face clock and a trophy presented by the If75-7b
basketball team with the inscription "Vour're first. WSU's B.-st."
Jackson commenting on the
dunk shot said. "I think it's
good. As the home run is to
baseball so is the dunk ;o basketball. It's a crowd pleaser."

As to three officials. Jackson
remarked. "1 don't think a third
official helps that much. There is
not that much difference made
by his presence. In pro basketball. I feel it should be tried at
that level.
"There is adequate budget
here at WSU. I fell posi. ve about
this year. We should be good or
better. I'm anxious to get going
on the 1176-77 season. There are
those who wanted a toughened
schedule. With .ins year's schedule everyone will have a first
hand chance to see where WSU
ts." stated Jackson.
Jackson mentions the opportunity to speak to the National
Association
of
Basketball
Coaches in conjunction with the
NCAA finals which was an honor
as well as an experience.
Keeping up with the game
occupies a great majority of his
free time. Coach Jackson does
list golf, tennis, racquet ball and
being a sports fan among his
extra-curricular hobby interests
As to conferences. Jackson
mentioned. "We should be in a
conference. We belong in a
conference and could be instrumental in forming one."
This summer Jackson, along

with the staff and basketball
players conducted basketball
camps which were successful.
There are plans to hold them
again this summer with the
possible addition of a girls'
basketball camp.
In the November issue of the
Athletic Journal Jackson will
have an article published.
Clair Bee. one of the most
famous basketball coaches, has
asked lackson to provide some
basketball information for a
coaches' handbook that he is
editing.
Thursday. November 18. Athletes in Action will open an

exhibition game at 8 pm.
The WSU Invitational will open
Friday. November 26. and Saturday. November 27 at 7 and 9 pm.
Slippery Rock. Central State.
Western Illinois, and WSU will
participate.
The season opener will be
Monday. November 29 at 8 pm at
home with Indiana-Purdue.
Also on the schedule are Miami. a pre season Mid-American
favorite: Indiana Central; Robert
Morris: Cleveland State; and
Akron.
The first WSU drill team will
be performing at half-time for six
of the 1J home games.

RFC strives for new recruits
BY DAVID MCELROY
Guardian Staff Writer
The Rugoy-Footboll Ciub's
rugby team was trampled in
c.temy territory last Saturday.
September 25. 16-4 by the Sanduskv-Findlay team.
The RFC's only score was
made by Timmer Smith. The
team's only experienced player is
Buck McKinnev. formerly of
Bowling Green Stale University,
where he was selected as most
valuable player as a flyhalf.
Last year the team established
a 2-2 record. ' l .s year will see
the team active on the fields
more frequently.
Tom Motvcka. RFC president,
said. "If we win both of these
games in the Ohio Rugby Union
Fifteens tourney (October 9 and
10) that makes us the best B
team in the state. Then we can
go to Chicago for the tournament
to see who is the best B team in

the midwest."
RFC. the newest club at WSU.
began last spring under Edward
Gallagher.
Rugby has long been present
on the college sports scene.
Many of RFC's competitors have
as many as six teams from a
single school.
"In our first season, all the
teams we played thought we
were pretty well-developed for a
new team." commented Motvcka
"We would like to have a B team
by this spring (making the present one n A team) and develop
two teams."
Rugby evolved froBi soccer in
1883,
«hcn.
according
to
Motvcka. Lois Webb decided to
carry the ball to score, instead of
kicking it. during a soccer game
at Rugby School.
Although he was laughed off
the field, he decided to invent a
new game, and named it for the
place of its origin.

"Ru;\hv is a beastly game
played by gentlemen." attested
Moytcka. "there are many complicated rules that tend to make
ii a gentlemen's game."
Like footbal!. tackles are permitted. but they " . . .must be
below the chest. . . " said
Motvcka. Unlike football, "there
is no padding allowed."
RFC holds practice Monday
thru Friday. 3-5 pm in field I
behind the Physical Education
building.
Anyone interested in rugby
should contact Tom Motvcka at
878-0138. or write A;.- *2! 70.
Rockdell Drive. Fairborn. Ohio.

Not everybody hears the same drummer Not everybody uses the same stroke.
You'll be welcome, no matter what your stroke, at the
nearby Optical Fashion Center.
See our large selection ol full lashion frames—one of
the biggest in Ohio.
STUDENT DISCOUNT —
We are offering a 15 percent discount lo all Wright State
students (you must show ID card) on all frames, lenses
and contact lenses.

Optical JaAhian Qentsj
530 W Mam
Xenia. Ohio**®385
376-9466

CRUISE DOWN TO THE ALL - NEW

Bettys Airway Pizza
EAT IN

BIBLE STUDY
& group discussion

Grif\dzr

two meetings each week

• Tuesdciy-5:30 pm dining room,
155 B University Center
© Wednesday-12 noon 322 Allyn

CAMPUS BIBLE
FELLOWSHIP

CARRY OUT

OR.

Yj
i 4 J i f f if
/ T f f f
M O N THRUTHURb
11AMTILMIDNIGHT

ON ALL SANDWICHES
& PIZZAS WITH THIS AD
(offer expire* Oct 8)

FRI & SAT 11 AM TIL AM

4766 AIRWAY RD 254-1749

SUN
4PM TIL 11PM

&
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dassifiedadsclassifiedadsclassifiedadsclassified
Bos Sale
1 OR SALE: 1973 Honda Motorcycle. 500 four, excel cond.
2 hclmcnls. 12.000 miles, call
Joe 4:30 p m to 10:00 p m
H36-77I2 or leave phone number In student box E384.

1975 Y A M A H A KD 125 Road
Hike, tKCX» miles. Excellent
condition: 1 owner. $500 Call
256-3346 after 5. 9-30

FENDER
STRATOCASTOR
Ex Cond. Sunburst. $250.
Phone 254-8256. Steve, Evenings. Box N484.

2 T W I N BEDS-completc. $15
each or $25 for both, coffee
tables, etc also for sale. Susie
873-3 P 5 or 2*4 3090.

FOR
SAILE:I9?0
Firebird
E s p i i t . 350 ci. 4 speed, new :
clutch, ex system. H D shocks,
tie rods idler a r m . cc running
cond. many other extras,
needs body work, best offer
ever $950. 878-7853.
1972 VEGA GT hatch back
four speed, good tires, good
body and engine S1000. Co1'
836-3518. ask for Cameron,
after 5:00 pm. 9-27.

FOR SALE: 1975 Sound Design stereo. Good condition.
Has wide range speakers with
walnut finish cabinets. Also
has 4 separate controls and a
BSR record changer with stylus diamond needle. Great
buy. Retail S90 asking $55.
Call Diane after 6:00 d u r i n g
week - after 2:;; weekends
434-3097 9-30
1965
MARTIN
D-20-12.
Twelve string guitar, excellent
condition H A I U shell case,
must sell, lifetime warranty.
M i k e 0-14 BH or 767-7613.

FOR SALE: 1966 Chevv 11
wagon, no frills. Your basic
reliable transportation. Body
rough. $250. 878-7853.
9-23

1969 V W bug, good condition,
all new brakes, automatic
stick. $800. 275-6689 or mailbox H522.
9-23
FOR SALE: two lamps $5.
washing machine $S0.
9-23
1967 FORD LTD. Very clean,
air condition. Call 426-7568.
9-27
1172 VEGA GT hatch back
four speed. Good tires, good
body and engine. $1000. Call
898-6944. ask for Gena. Call
after 3:00 pm. 9-27
1965 R A M B L E R . Good condition.
good
milage.
Call
426-7268. 9-27

1974 Suzuki T500 $75u.. refrigerator $20.. ges stove $25..
traditional style loviNeat $10.
Must sell all." 9-27

~f *
F U R N I S H E D HOUSE to share
with male student. 256-9850.
9-30

M A L E STUDENT looking for
place to live in WSU urea.
Warn to share house or apt
Dave 0331.
Liberal-minded female needs
roomate for 2 bedroom apt at
$145 a month. Leave serious
replies in mailbox H 3 7 9 o r call
426-8524.

3 B D R M HOUSE
for rent.
New Carlisle, fenced yard.
$155 month and deposit,
phone 878-4335.
9-23

N E E D F E M A L E roommate to
look for place in Greene
County. Leave message for
Lane Owen with Ed. 253-7872.
9 23

TWO
FEMALE
Roomates
needed, completely furnished
except for your bedroom $45 a
mo and utilities. Bonnie-Villa,
Call 421-1864 and ask for
Debbie or Janifcr (after 6
O'clock) or leave a note in
mailbox .\72.

N E E D E D : one open-minded
person to share expenses of a
3 bedroom double. $55 a
month plus utilities. Call 2746069. ask for Sue. Evenings
only. 9-30

FEMALE
ROOMMATE
wanted. Must like cals. Reply
2294 Zink Rd. Apt 3. 9 - i 3

W A N T E D : Female grad student to share apt in wooded
area close to WSU. Contact:
233-7998 after 6pm or box
1576,
9-23

FEMALE
HOUSEMATE
needed!
Private
furnished
room, use o f washer. $75 a
month includes utilities. Call
Susie: 873-3175.
214-3090.
9-27

UNUSUAL APT-2 or 3 bedrooms. 2 levels with porch. 15
minutes to WSU. U 2 5 plus
utilities. Jack at exl 2677 or
277-5063.9-27

NEED
FEMALE
ROOM
mate! Toshare apt at Bonnie
Villa w i t h me. my dog & eat.
Have all furnishing except for
your bedroom. If interested
leave me a note in mailbox
A-41. 9-27

S T R A I G H T SENIOR female
would like to room with one or
two others in Bonne Villa as
soon as possible. Reply to
mailbox G492.
9-23

R O O M M A T E NEEDED-Dayton. Large house with two
baths, three carpeted bedrooms. large backyard and
partially furnished. With two
occupants, expenses are $75
rent and half of utilities and
phene. W i t h three occupants,
expenses are $50 r : n t and a
t h i r d utilities and phone.
House is located o f f North
Main St. Csll week days after
6:00 p m . any time on weekends. 277-7435. 9-27

S U N N Y , spacious, four bedroom ranch style home. Large
secluded, wooded yard. Pan
cled den. garden room, carp e l c d throughout, low taxes.
Walk to public schools. A m l i n
Heights. Xcnia. Ext 2106 or
372-9739.
1-23

W A N T E D : one ride to Geauga
County near Cleveland for any
weekend. Contact Suzie of
Alan, at residence hall. 9-30
ADDRESSEv'Swanted Immediately! Work at h o m e - n o
experience necessary-excellent pay. W r i t e American Service. 6950 Wayzata Blvd.
Suite 132. Minneapolis. M i l
55426.
W A N T E D String Bass player
for Blucgrass-countrv groupWe have bass. Mostly fun.
little profit. Sec M i k e 0-14 B H
or call 7 67-7613 after 4:30 pm.

W A N T E D : ride from Salem
Ave to W r i g h t State around
4:30 on Tuesday. Ride home
9:30. 277-1635. 9-23

Wanted: People interested in
the great outdoors via backpacking. canoeing, cycling,
caving, etc. If interested and
want more information leave
name and address ; n mailbox
K703.

$30 BUYS a basketball, hoop,
bankboard and
supporting
hardware. Reply to mailbox
C357.
9-23

VOTE YES for lower utilities.
Campaign needs your help.
Please call 275-5378.
9-23
NEXUS
DEADLINE!
The
dcandline for submissions o f
poetry, fiction, or artwork for
the Fall "76 issue of Nexus is
Sept 30. A n y t h i n g submitted
after that date w i l l be held for
consideration for the Winter
issue.
9-23

THE
VETERANS'
Educational Organization is looking
for vets or non-vets interested
in playing intramural touch
football. II interested contact
Gale Alley (mailbox F i l l ) or
Ray Johnson (mailbox D4)
prior to Sept 23. 9-23

L O O K I N G INTO
Fraternities? ChecAout Delphi. W e ' r e
the oldest Fraternity al WSU.
and for ten years Delphi has
meant brotherhood. So if close
friends and an active social
life is what your looking for.
come see us at our table in
A l l y n Hall. L A G N A F . 9-27

PROGRESSIVE Child Care
ages 3-5. 10 minutes from
WSU.
Playmate
Nursery
School
and
Kindergarten.
252-6985
o.n.t
Help wanted: W W S U . the
campus radio station has several volunteer job positions
open in the areas ol news
reporting, announcing, engineering. clerical, production/
programming assistants, and
fund raising. Experience is
desired but not necessary.
Interested
persons
should
stop by Room 044 University
center or call 873-2000.

T H E T A DELTA P H I w i l l beholding a rush party on Sat.
Oct 2 at 8 pm. All men who
are interested in Greek life
are welcome to ccmc and
meet the Delphis in the comfort of their house at 480 West
Grand Ave. Dayton. Maps are
available at their rush table in
Allyn Hall between 10 and 2
p m . all week. L A G N A F 9-27
P O W - W O W - l n d i a n Dancing.
D r u m m i n g . Singing. Authentic Indian arts and crafts for
sale. South o f Enon-off Hunter and W. Enon Roads. Oct 210 am-9 p m . Oct 3-10 am-3
pm. $1.50 admission or $5.00
per carload.
BUY
A L B U M S , why
pay
more, visit the Head Ouartcrs
on M a i n st in New Carlisle.
New Releases $4.50, many
albums $2,00 to $3.50. Stop
by and look around.
M A K i - EVERY day a ' BETA
D A Y " pledge Beta Theta Pi.
9-30

TYPING.
Research
trie. Fast
426-7094.

ONE

Term papers. Theses.
proposals. I B M Elec
Service. Lois Walker
9/30

WINTER

QUARTER.

came a jolly tall giant named
'schit-Slinger' with a Cobol
program to do. When the Big
Mac in the sky fell down on
him. the program never was
completed. Now it's the fall of
'76 and the program still sits
in the hands of ole SchitSlinger. The gang in the
centcr. including the chick(s).
wonder when the program
soon wil) be fixed, signed-the
ole computer.
A N Y O N E needing a ride to
WSU that is coming from
Dorothy lanc-Oakmonl area in
K e t t e r i n g . M W F at school 9,
T I I I by 10. contact Tom at
293-1522 or mailbox M623.
CLASSES still open for Beginner's Yoga at the Ghetto's
Palace. Lasting lor 8 weeks.
Monday thru Thursday evenings from 6:30-8:00. for conscious mental and physical
control and harmony.
On
Shanti.
BACKPACKING
companion
needed for Oct 9-12 trip to
colorful N Carolina. Dave
G33I or 372-4398.
TGIF Beer Blast at the M a r c ' s
Head Friday October I from
3-6 pm Cost $2. sponsored by
Delta Zeta Sorority.
A N O T H E R UCB event!! Havride Fri Oct 8. 8-12 pm. Food
and Drinks provided; Folk
Entertainment. Meet at Achilles hill. RainJ.ite Oct 9.

tfsoaails
GREY WOLF: You'd better
stop picking on an innocent
sno-bunny or else I ' l l send the
Terrible Tiggcr to maul you.
B I N K Y . since we couldn't get
the form earlier .Happy " b e l a t e d " Birthday! From the
"Mentally
Deficiency Society."
M O N I C A : congratualtions on
passing your driving exams.
Now you can j o i n the rest of
WSU community in running
over
innocent
pedestrians.
Carrie andCandy.
DING DONG-1 need you more
than my cookie
monster!
Please come and rescuc me
with your puppy dog brown
eyes. Your American G i r l !

TO T H E LADIES of Delta
Zeta. " T H E B E T A S " would
like to express our thanks for
a very enjoyable evening this
last Friday. W e appreciate
your help and are looking
forward to our next get together. Beta Theta Pi. 9-30

